Overnight Investigative Work – Egan Avenue/Kimridge Avenue

NOVEMBER 2018

Metrolinx, an agency of the Province of Ontario, is working to transform the way the region moves by building
a seamless, convenient and integrated transit network across the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA).
Over the next 10 years, Metrolinx is transforming the existing GO rail system to deliver a whole new rapid
transit experience to your community. With more frequent train service you’ll have more options to get you
where you need to go.

THE LOCAL PROJECT
Metrolinx has begun a multi-year construction program to expand and improve the existing GO Transit service
network. Increasing GO service in both directions means adding a new fourth track and expanding
infrastructure, followed by electrifying parts of the network. This geo-technical study requires the drilling of
boreholes and testing soil conditions. Boreholes will be drilled within the rail corridor and beside the rail
corridor. The borehole work will be completed at night due to heavy rail traffic operating during the daytime.
When: The borehole work will be completed Sunday to Thursday nights starting Sunday, November 18
through to early January 2019. This overnight work will be completed from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. These
dates are subject to work force and site conditions.
Where: The work will take place along the Lakeshore East Rail Corridor at two locations: 1) at the end of
Egan Avenue (west of Jones Avenue) within the rail corridor and 2) on Kimridge Avenue (east of Warden
Avenue). The work will start at Egan Avenue and then move to Kimridge Avenue. There will be temporary lane
restrictions on Kimridge Avenue while this work is underway. This work will consist of construction noise
generated from a drill rig, a generator and from trucks moving and beeping. We recognize that this work can
be disruptive to nearby residents. The work crew will work to mitigate any noise and vibration where possible.
We are committed to keeping local residents and businesses informed about construction activities and can
be reached at the contact information below. Thank you for your continued patience.

Carmen Rapati, Community Relations and Issues Specialist, Lakeshore East Corridor
Tel: 416-202-4719/ E-mail: carmen.rapati@metrolinx.com

We encourage you to sign up to our email distribution list to receive updates by
contacting us at carmen.rapati@metrolinx.com or 416-202-4719 or visit us at
metrolinx.com.

